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Abstract 
In this paper, we introduce a new approach to non-lightlike curve pairs by using integral 
curves in the Minkowski 3-space 31E . We consider the direction curve and donor curve to 
study non-lightlike curve couples such as involute-evolute curves, Mannheim partner curves 
and Bertrand partner curves. We obtain new methods to construct partner curves of a unit 
speed non-lightlike curve and give some applications related to helices, slant helices and 
plane curves in 31E . 
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1. Introduction 
 Lorentzian geometry plays an important role in the study of special relativity and   
connected with hyperbolic geometry. Non-Euclidean geometry comprising Lorentzian 
geometry was introduced by Klein in 1873 and was developed by Killing in 1885. Three 
dimensional Lorentzian geometry was described by Poincàre in 1887.  Lorentzian geometry 
was improved by Minkowski, known for his works in relativity and Minkowski spaces (see 
[16] for details).  
    Lorentzian geometry has preserved its attraction and many scientists from different 
branches have studied in this area. Famous philosophers, physicists, and mathematicians 
wrote about the connection between physics and Lorentzian geometry; so did Kant, 
Helmholtz, Poincaré, Einstein, and Hilbert. In Minkowski space, geometrical properties of 
space and time from the viewpoint of mechanics and cosmology have been considered by 
Liebscher [12]. Also, from the viewpoint of differential geometry and the scientists, one of the 
most fascinating curves is helix which is also an important subject in biology [10,18] and it 
has been worked by mathematicians in Euclidean space 3E  and Minkowski space 31E  [1-3,5-
8,15,18,19].  
   In Minkowski 3-space, a general helix is a non-lightlike curve for which the ratio of its 
non-zero curvature to its non-zero torsion is a constant function [4]. Geometrical properties 
and characterizations of general helix in the sense of Lorentzian have been given by Barros 
and et al. in [4]. 
   Moreover, characterizations of slant helices in terms of the curvature and torsion in 31E , 
has been presented by Ali and Lopez [1]. Such a Lorentzian slant helix is identified with a 
curve which has the property that its principal normal vectors make a constant angle with a 
fixed line named its axis. A non-lightlike slant helix in 31E  has been characterized by the 
differential equation of its curvature κ  and its torsion τ  given by  
( )
2
3 22 2
constant
κ τ
κτ κ
′ 
= 
 
−
 or ( )
2
3 22 2
constant
κ τ
κκ τ
′ 
= 
 ±
 
(see [1] for details). 
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     When analyzing the characteristics of space curves, in Lorentzian geometry, one of the 
most important issues is the relationship between these curves as Euclidean geometry. In 
particular, characterizations for partner curves are the most studied subjects of the curve 
theory. Involute-evolute curves, Bertrand curves, Mannheim curves are the well-known 
examples of such curves and studied largely [9,11,13]. 
  Moreover, Choi and Kim have introduced a new approach to curve pairs, called principal 
direction and principal donor curves [5]. Later, Choi, Kim and Ali have studied these donor 
curves in 31E . In addition, they have obtained characterizations connected with general helices 
and slant helices in 31E  with regard to their partner curves [6]. 
  In this study, for non-lightlike curves, we consider integral curves to study partner curves 
such as involute-evolute curves, Mannheim partner curves and Bertrand partner curves in 31E . 
We define these non-lightlike curves as direction curves and obtain relationships between 
their Frenet elements in 31E . Furthermore, we obtain new methods to construct partner curves 
of a unit speed non-lightlike curve and give some applications related to helices, slant helices 
and plane curves. 
 
2. Preliminaries 
    This section includes a brief summary of space curves in the Minkowski 3-space 31E .  
    The three-dimensional Minkowski space 31E  is the real vector space 
3
ℝ  endowed with the 
standard flat Lorentzian metric defined by 2 2 21 2 3, dx dx dx= − + +  where 1 2 3( , , )x x x  is a 
rectangular coordinate system of 31E . The Lorentzian vector product of two vectors 
1 2 3 1 2 3( , , ), ( , , )x x x x y y y y= =  in 31E  is given by 
  1 2 3
1 2 3
i j k
x y x x x
y y y
−
× = −   
    A vector 31x E∈  is called a spacelike vector if , 0x x >  or 0x = ; called a timelike vector 
if , 0x x <  and called a null(lightlike) vector if , 0, 0x x x= ≠ . Similarly, a curve 
3
1( ) :t I Eα ⊂ →ℝ  is called a spacelike, timelike or null (lightlike) curve if all of its velocity 
vectors ( )tα ′  are spacelike, timelike or null (lightlike), respectively [14].  
 
    Let { }, ,T N B  denotes the Frenet frame of a non-lightlike curve α . Then, the curve α  is a 
timelike or a spacelike curve. The spacelike curves with non-lightlike Frenet vectors have two 
types according to the Lorentzian casual characters of Frenet vectors: A spacelike curve is 
called of type 1(respectively, type 2) if its principal normal vector N  (respectively, binormal 
vector B ) is timelike and other Frenet vectors are spacelike [6]. For the derivatives of the 
Frenet frame of a unit speed non-lightlike curve ( )sα , the following Frenet-Serret formulae 
hold: 
0 0
0
0 0
B
T
T T
N N
B B
κ
ε κ τ
ε τ
′     
     
′ =     
′          
                                                         (1) 
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where ,Y Y Yε = , 
2 1Yε =  (Y  is one of the vector fields , ,T N B ); ( )sκ  is the curvature and 
( )sτ  is the torsion (or second curvature) of α  at s  defined by ( ) ,N Bs B Nτ ε ε ′=  [17]. The 
Frenet vectors satisfy the relation 
 T NB T Nε ε= × ,  B TN B Tε ε= × , N BT N Bε ε= × , B T Nε ε ε= −  
    Now, we give the definitions of some associated curves defined by Choi and Kim [6]. Let  
I ⊂ ℝ be an open interval. For a non-lightlike Frenet curve 31: I Eα → , consider a non-
lightlike vector field X  given by 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )X s u s T s v s N s w s B s= + + ,                                          
where u , v  and w  are arbitrary differentiable functions of s  which is the arc length 
parameter of α . Let 2 2 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 1T N Bu s v s w s sε ε ε σ+ + = = ±  holds. Then the definitions of 
X -direction curve and X -donor curve in 31E  are given as follows. 
 
Definition 2.2. ([6]) Let α  be a Frenet curve in 3E  with Frenet frame { }, ,T N B  and X  be a 
unit vector field along α . The curve 3: I Eβ →  is called a X -direction curve of α , if the 
tangent T  of β  is equal to X . The curve α  whose X -direction curve is β  is called the X -
donor curve of β  in 3E . 
 
Remark 2.1. ([6]) If X N= , then T N= . In this case, the N -directional curve β  of α  is 
called principal direction curve of α  and the curve α  is called principal donor curve of  β . 
 
 Let 31: I Eα →  be a unit speed non-lightlike Frenet curve with arclength parameter s , 
Frenet frame { }, ,T N B  and curvatures ,κ τ . X  be a non-lightlike continuous vector valued 
function along α  defined by 
   ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )X s u s T s v s N s w s B s= + + ,                   (2) 
where ( ), ( ), ( )u s v s w s  are differentiable functions on I  satisfying  
2 2 2
, ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 1T N BX X u s v s w s sε ε ε σ= + + = = ± .              (3) 
 Let 31: I Eβ →  be an X -direction curve of α  in 31E . The Frenet vectors and curvatures of 
β  be denoted by { }, ,T N B  and ,κ τ , respectively. From (2) and (3), it is clear that the 
arclength parameter s  of α  can be also taken as arclength parameter of β . Then, 
differentiating (2) with respect to s  and using the fact that X T= , it follows 
  ( ) ( ) ( )B TN u v T v u w N w v Bκ ε κ κ ε τ τ′ ′ ′= + + + + + +                                                    (4) 
 We study curve pairs such as involute-evolute curves, Mannheim partner curves and 
Bertrand partner curves by using equality (4). So, in the following sections, we will assume 
that X  is a non-lightlike continuous vector valued function along α  as given in (2) and 
satisfied (3).   
 
3. Non-lightlike involute-evolute-direction curves and their applications  
 In this section, we will give definitions of non-lightlike involute-evolute-direction curves 
and obtain relationships between these curves. 
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Definition 3.1. Let 31: I Eα →  be a unit speed non-lightlike Frenet curve and 
3
1: I Eβ →  be 
X -direction curve of α . If β  is an evolute of α  in 31E , then β  is called evolute-direction 
curve of α . Then, α  is said to be involute-donor curve of β . 
 
Theorem 3.1. For the non-lightlike Frenet curve 31: I Eα → , the curve 
3
1: I Eβ →  is an  
evolute-direction curve of α  if and only if  
 i) ( ) ( )( ) 0, ( ) cos , ( ) sinu s v s ds w s dsτ τ= = − =∫ ∫ ,         (5) 
if α  is a timelike curve and X  is a spacelike vector field. 
 ii) ( ) ( )( ) 0, ( ) cosh , ( ) sinhu s v s ds w s dsτ τ= = − =∫ ∫ ,                    (6) 
if α  is a spacelike curve of type 1(respectively, type 2) and X  is timelike (respectively, 
spacelike).  
 iii) ( ) ( )( ) 0, ( ) sinh , ( ) coshu s v s ds w s dsτ τ= = = −∫ ∫ ,                    (7) 
if α  is a spacelike curve of type 1(respectively, type 2) and X  is spacelike (respectively 
timelike)  
Proof. From the definition of involute-evolute curves, it is clear that , 0T T =  and N T= . 
Then, from (4) we have that β  is non-lightlike evolute-direction curve of α  if and only if 
0u =  and from (3) and (4) we can write the system  
   
0,
0,
0,
B
T
v
v w
w v
ε κ κ
ε τ
τ
= ≠

′ + =

′ + =
                      (8) 
and   
    
2 2( ) ( ) ( )N Bv s w s sε ε σ+ = .                                                                                          (9) 
In order to solve this system, we must consider the Lorentzian casual characters of involute-
evolute-direction curves and continuous vector valued function X . 
 (i) If α  is a timelike curve and X  is spacelike, then eqs. (8) and (9) are given as 
 
0,
0,
v w
w v
τ
τ
′
− =
′ + =
                                                                                                                 (10) 
 
2 2( ) ( ) 1v s w s+ = .  
 So the solution of the above system is  
 ( ) ( ){ }( ) 0, ( ) cos , ( ) sinu s v s ds w s dsτ τ= = − =∫ ∫ .                                             (11) 
 (ii) If α  is a spacelike curve of type 1(respectively, type 2) and X  is timelike 
(respectively, spacelike), then eqs. (8) and (9) become 
 
0,
0,
v w
w v
τ
τ
′ + =
′ + =
                                                                                                                 (12) 
 
2 2( ) ( ) 1v s w s− = . 
So the solution of the above system is  
 ( ) ( ){ }( ) 0, ( ) cosh , ( ) sinhu s v s ds w s dsτ τ= = − =∫ ∫ .                                        (13) 
 (iii) If α  is a spacelike curve of type 1(respectively, type 2) and X  is  
spacelike(respectively timelike), then eqs. (8) and (9) are  given as 
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0,
0,
v w
w v
τ
τ
′ + =
′ + =
                                                                                                                 (14) 
 
2 2( ) ( ) 1v s w s− + = . 
and the solution is  
 ( ) ( ){ }( ) 0, ( ) sinh , ( ) coshu s v s ds w s dsτ τ= = = −∫ ∫ .                                        (15) 
This completes the proof. 
 
Definition 3.2. Let α  be a non-lightlike curve and X  be non-lightlike continuous vector 
valued function in 31E . An integral curve of one of the vector fields 
  ( ) ( )cos ( ) sin ( )ds N s ds B sτ τ− +∫ ∫ ,   ( ) ( )cosh ( ) sinh ( )ds N s ds B sτ τ− +∫ ∫   
  ( ) ( )sinh ( ) cosh ( )ds N s ds B sτ τ−∫ ∫                                              
is called non-lightlike evolute-direction curve of α .  
  
 From Theorem 3.1, we obtain a method to construct an evolute of a given non-lightlike 
curve by using its Frenet vectors ,N B  and its torsion τ  . It means that to obtain a non-
lightlike evolute-direction curve of a non-lightlike curve, it is enough to know the Frenet 
elements , ,N B τ  of reference curve.  
 Now we will find the relationships between curvatures and Frenet vectors of non-lightlike 
involute-evolute-direction curves in 31E . 
 
Corollary 3.1. If α  is a timelike curve and X  is spacelike, then the relations between the 
Frenet vectors of involute-evolute-direction curves are given as follows: 
  
( ) ( )( ) cos ( ) sin ( )
( ) ( )
T s ds N s ds B s
N s T s
τ τ = − +

 =
∫ ∫
                                                               (16) 
  ( ) ( )( ) sin ( ) cos ( )B s ds N s ds B sτ τ= − −∫ ∫ .                                                                (17) 
For the cases (i) α  is a spacelike curve of type 1 and X  is timelike (ii) α  is a spacelike 
curve of type 1 and X  is spacelike iii) α  is a spacelike curve of type 2 and X  is timelike, 
then iv) α  is a spacelike curve of type 2 and X  is spacelike, the relations between the Frenet 
vectors of involute-evolute-direction curves can be given easily.  
Proof. The proof is clear from (5), (6), (7) and definition of involute-evolute curves in 31E . 
 
Theorem 3.2. Let α  be a non-lightlike Frenet curve in 31E  and β  be evolute-direction of α . 
 i) If α  is a timelike curve, X  is spacelike and β  is a spacelike evolute-direction curve of 
type 1 of α , then 
  ( ) ( )cos , sinds dsκ κ τ τ κ τ= = −∫ ∫                     (18)
  
2
2 2
2 2,
κ τ
κ κ τ τ
κ τ κ
′ 
= + =  +  
.                   (19) 
 ii) If α  is a spacelike curve of type 1 (respectively, type 2), X  is timelike (respectively, 
spacelike) and β  is an evolute-direction timelike curve (respectively, spacelike curve of type 
2) of α  with κ τ> , then    
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  ( ) ( )cosh , sinhds dsκ κ τ τ κ τ= = −∫ ∫         (20) 
  
2
2 2
2 2,
κ τ
κ κ τ τ
κ τ κ
′ 
= − =  
−  
.                   (21) 
 iii) If α  is a spacelike curve of type 1(respectively, type 2), X  is a spacelike (respectively, 
timelike) continuous vector valued function and β  is an evolute-direction spacelike curve of 
type 2(respectively, timelike) of α  with τ κ> , then 
  ( ) ( )sinh , coshds dsκ κ τ τ κ τ= =∫ ∫          (22) 
  
2
2 2
2 2,
κ τ
κ τ κ τ
τ κ κ
′ 
= − =  
−  
.                   (23) 
Proof.  Now, we give the proof of case (i). The proofs of (ii) and (iii) can be given by a 
similar way. 
 From (5) and the first equation of system (8), we have  
  ( )cos dsκ κ τ= ∫ .         (24) 
 Moreover from (17), we easily get ( )sinB ds Tκ τ′ = − ∫ . Since N T=  and α  is timelike, we 
have 
  ( ), sinN B B N dsτ ε ε κ τ′= = − ∫ .              (25) 
Let now obtain the relations given in (19). From (18), we get easily 2 2κ κ τ= + . For the 
second relation of (19), substituting 2 2κ κ τ= +  into (24) and (25), it follows 
  ( ) 2 2sin ds ττ κ τ= − +∫ ,                                                                                 (26) 
  ( ) 2 2cos ds κτ κ τ= − +∫ ,                              (27) 
respectively. Differentiating (26) with respect to s , we have 
  ( ) 2 2 3/2( )cos ( )ds κ κ τ κ ττ τ κ τ′ ′−= +∫ .                                         (28) 
From (24) and (27), it follows 
  2 2
κ τ κ τ
τ
κ τ
′ ′
−
=
+
,                                                                                                            (29) 
or equivalently, 
   
2
2 2
κ τ
τ
κ τ κ
′ 
=  +  
.                                                                                                       (30) 
This completes the proof. 
 
Corollary 3.2. Let α  be a non-lightlike Frenet curve in 31E  with curvatures ,κ τ  and β  be a 
non-lightlike evolute-direction curve of α . Then, 
 i) ( )
2
3/22 2
τ κ τ
κ κκ τ
′ 
=  
 +
                                                                           (31) 
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if β  is a spacelike evolute-direction curve of type 1 of timelike curve α . 
 ii) ( )
2
3/22 2
τ κ τ
κ κτ κ
′ 
=  
 
−
                                                                                                   (32) 
if β  is a timelike evolute-direction curve with τ κ>  of  spacelike curve α  of type 2.  
 iii ) ( )
2
3/22 2
τ κ τ
κ κκ τ
′ 
=  
 
−
                                                                                                  (33) 
if β  is a timelike evolute-direction curve(respectively, spacelike curve of type 2)  with κ τ>  
of  spacelike curve of type 1 or type 2 (respectively, type 2) α .   
 
3.1. Applications of non-lightlike involute-evolute-direction curves 
 In this section, we will give relations between non-lightlike involute-evolute-direction 
curves and some other important curves such as general helices, slant helices and plane curves 
in 31E . Considering Corollary 3.2, we give the following theorems which give two ways to 
construct special curves: 1) to construct slant helices by using general helices in 31E  2) to 
construct helices by using plane curves in 31E . 
 
Theorem 3.3. Let 31: I Eα →  be a non-lightlike curve and β  be a non-lightlike evolute-
direction curve of α . Then the followings are equivalent, 
i) α  is a helix curve. 
ii) α  is an involute-donor curve of a slant helix. 
iii) An evolute-direction curve of α  is a slant helix.  
 
Theorem 3.4. Let 31: I Eα →  be a non-lightlike curve and β  be a non-lightlike evolute-
direction curve of α . The following statements are equivalent, 
       i) α  is a plane curve. 
ii) α  is an involute-donor curve of a helix. 
  iii) An evolute-direction curve of α  is a helix. 
 
4. Non-lightlike Mannheim-direction curves and their applications 
 In this section, we define non-lightlike Mannheim-direction curves and obtain relationships 
between these curves in 31E .  
 
Definition 4.1. Let 31: I Eα →  be a non-lightlike Frenet curve and 
3
1: I Eβ →  be non-
lightlike X -direction curve of α . If β  is a Mannheim curve of α  and α  is a Mannheim 
partner curve of β , then β  is called Mannheim-direction curve of α . Then, α  is said to be 
Mannheim-donor curve of β . 
 In the followings, when we talk about the curves, we will assume that these are non-
lightlike.  
 
Theorem 4.1. For the Frenet curve 31: I Eα → , the curve 
3
1: I Eβ →  is a  Mannheim-
direction curve of α  if and only if  
 i) ( ) ( )( ) cosh , ( ) sinh , ( ) 0u s ds v s ds w sκ κ= − = =∫ ∫ ,       (34) 
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if α  is a timelike curve(respectively, spacelike curve of type 1) and  X  is a 
timelike(respectively, spacelike) continuous vector valued function. 
 ii) ( ) ( )( ) sinh , ( ) cosh , ( ) 0u s ds v s ds w sκ κ= = − =∫ ∫ ,                  (35) 
if α  is a timelike curve(respectively, spacelike curve of type 1) and X  is a spacelike 
(respectively, timelike) continuous vector valued function. 
 iii) ( ) ( )( ) cos , ( ) sin , ( ) 0u s ds v s ds w sκ κ= − = =∫ ∫ ,                  (36) 
if α  is a spacelike curve of type 2 and X  is a spacelike continuous vector valued function. 
Proof. From the definition of Mannheim curves, it is well-known that N B= [11,13]. Then, 
from (4), we have that β  is a Mannheim-direction curve of α  if and only if the system, 
 
0,
0,
0,
B
T
u v
u v w
w v
ε κ
κ ε τ
τ κ
′ + =

′+ + =

′ + = ≠
                                                                                                  (37) 
holds. Multiplying the first equation in (37) with Tuε  and second equation with Nvε  and 
adding the results gives 
 0T N N Tuu vv wε ε ε ε τ′ ′+ + =                                                                                      (38) 
From (3) and (38), we have ( ) 0Bw w vε τ′ + = . Since 0w vτ κ′ + = ≠  in (37) and 0Bε ≠ , it 
follows 0w = . Then the system (37) reduced to the following system 
 
0,
0,
0,
Bu v
u v
v
ε κ
κ
τ κ
′ + =

′+ =

= ≠
                                                                                                          (39) 
and from (3) 
 
2 2( ) ( ) ( ) 1T Nu s v s sε ε σ+ = = ± .                                                                                   (40) 
In order to solve the system, we consider the Lorentzian casual characters of curves and 
continuous vector valued function X . 
 
(i) If α  is a timelike curve(respectively, spacelike curve of type 1) and X  is a 
timelike(respectively, spacelike) continuous vector valued function then eqs. (39) and (40) are 
given as 
 
0,
0,
u v
u v
κ
κ
′ + =
′+ =
                                                                                                                 (41) 
 
2 2( ) ( ) 1u s v s− = .  
 So the solution of the system is  
 ( ) ( ){ }( ) cosh , ( ) sinh , ( ) 0u s ds v s ds w sκ κ= = − =∫ ∫ .                                       (42) 
(ii) If α  is a timelike curve(respectively, spacelike curve of type 1) and X  is a spacelike 
(respectively, timelike) continuous vector valued function then eqs. (39) and (40) become 
 
0,
0,
u v
u v
κ
κ
′ + =
′+ =
                                                                                                                  (43) 
 
2 2( ) ( ) 1u s v s− + = . 
So the solution of the system is  
 ( ) ( ){ }( ) sinh , ( ) cosh , ( ) 0u s ds v s ds w sκ κ= = − =∫ ∫ .                                       (44) 
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(iii) If α  is a spacelike curve of type 2 and X  is a spacelike continuous vector valued 
function then eqs. (39) and (40) are given as 
 
0,
0,
u v
u v
κ
κ
′
− =
′+ =
                                                                                                                 (45) 
 
2 2( ) ( ) 1u s v s+ = . 
Then, the solution is  
 ( ) ( ){ }( ) cos , ( ) sin , ( ) 0u s ds v s ds w sκ κ= − = =∫ ∫ .                                           (46) 
This completes the proof. 
 
Definition 4.2. Let α  be a non-lightlike curve and X  be a non-lightlike continuous vector 
valued function. An integral curve of one of the vector fields 
   
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
cosh ( ) sinh ( ),
sinh ( ) cosh ( ),
cos ( ) sin ( )
ds T s ds N s
ds T s ds N s
ds T s ds N s
κ κ
κ κ
κ κ

− +


−


− +

∫ ∫
∫ ∫
∫ ∫
                                                                    (47) 
is called Mannheim-direction curve of α . 
 
 From Theorem 4.1, we obtain a method to construct a non-lightlike Mannheim curve of a 
unit speed non-lightlike curve by using its Frenet elements ,T N  and κ  in 31E . It means that 
to obtain a non-lightlike Mannheim curve of a given non-lightlike curve, it is enough to know 
the Frenet elements , ,T N κ  of reference curve.  
 Now we will find the relationships between curvatures and Frenet vectors of Mannheim-
direction curves in 31E .  
 
Corollary 4.1. If α  is a timelike curve and X  is timelike, then the relations between the 
Frenet vectors of Mannheim-direction curves are given by 
  
( ) ( )( ) cosh ( ) sinh ( )
( ) ( )
T s ds T s ds N s
N s B s
κ κ = − +

 =
∫ ∫
                                                        (48) 
  ( ) ( )( ) sinh ( ) cosh ( )B s ds T s ds N sκ κ= −∫ ∫ .                                                            (49) 
For the cases ii) α  is a timelike curve and X  is spacelike ii) α  is a spacelike curve of type 1 
and X  is timelike iii) α  is a spacelike curve of type 1 and X  is spacelike iv) α  is a 
spacelike curve of type 2 and X  is spacelike, the relations between Frenet vectors can be 
obtained easily.  
Proof. The proof is clear from (34), (35), (36) and definition of non-lightlike Mannheim 
curves in 31E . 
 
Theorem 4.2. Let α  be a Frenet curve in 31E  and β  be a Mannheim-direction curve of α . 
i) If α  is a timelike curve (respectively, spacelike curve of type 1) with τ κ> , X  is  
timelike (respectively, spacelike) and β  is a timelike Mannheim-direction curve (respectively, 
spacelike curve of type 2) of α , then 
  ( ) ( )sinh , coshds dsκ τ κ τ τ κ= = −∫ ∫       (50) 
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2
2 2
2 2 ,
κ τ
κ τ τ κ
τ κ κ
′ 
= = − 
−  
.      (51) 
ii) If α  is a timelike curve (respectively, spacelike curve of type 1) with κ τ> , X  is  
spacelike (respectively, timelike) and β  is a Mannheim-direction spacelike curve of type 
2(respectively, timelike)  of α , then   
  ( ) ( )cosh , sinhds dsκ τ κ τ τ κ= =∫ ∫        (52) 
  
2
2 2
2 2 ,
κ τ
κ τ κ τ
κ τ κ
′ 
= = − 
−  
.            (53) 
iii)  If α  is a spacelike curve of type 2, X  is spacelike and β  is a Mannheim-direction 
spacelike curve of type 1 of α ,  then 
     ( ) ( )sin , cosds dsκ τ κ τ τ κ= =∫ ∫          (54) 
 
2
2 2
2 2 ,
κ τ
κ τ κ τ
κ τ κ
′ 
= = + +  
.             (55) 
Proof.  Now, we give the proof of first case (i). The proofs of the cases (ii) and (iii) can be 
given by a similar way. 
 From (34) and the first equation of system (39), we have  
  ( )sinh dsκ τ κ= ∫ .         (56) 
 Moreover from (49), we easily get ( )coshB ds Bτ κ′ = − ∫ . Since N B=  and α  is timelike, 
we have 
  ( ), coshN B B N dsτ ε ε τ κ′= = − ∫ .               (57) 
 Let now obtain the relations given in (51). From (50), we get easily 2 2τ τ κ= − . For 
the first relation of (51), substituting 2 2τ τ κ= −  into (56) and (57), it follows 
  ( ) 2 2sinh ds κτ τ κ= −∫ ,                                                                                  (58) 
  ( ) 2 2cosh ds τκ τ κ= − −∫ ,                   (59) 
respectively. Differentiating (59) with respect to s , we have 
  ( ) 2 2 3/2( )sinh ( )ds κ κ τ κ τκ κ τ κ′ ′−= −∫ .                                    (60) 
From (56) and (58), it follows 
  2 2
κ τ κ τ
κ
τ κ
′ ′
−
=
−
,                                                                                                           (61) 
or equivalently, 
   
2
2 2
κ τ
κ
τ κ κ
′ 
=  
−  
.                                                                                                     (62) 
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This completes the proof. 
 
Corollary 4.2. Let  β  be Mannheim-direction curve of α . Then one of the followings hold 
  
( )
2
3/22 2
1τ
κ
κ τ
κτ κ
=
′ 
 
 
−
∓ ,   
( )
2
3/22 2
1τ
κ
κ τ
κκ τ
=
′ 
 
 
−
∓ ,    
( )
2
3/22 2
1τ
κ
κ τ
κκ τ
=
′ 
 
 +
∓      (63) 
 
 By using Corollary 4.2, we obtain a method to construct the slant helices by using general 
helices for which the obtained slant helix is also a Mannheim curve of the reference helix in 
3
1E . This fact can be given by the following theorem. 
 
Theorem 4.3.  Let 31: I Eα →  be a non-lightlike curve and β  be a Mannheim-direction curve  
of α . The following statements are equivalent  
       i) α  is a helix. 
ii) α  is a Mannheim-donor curve of a slant helix. 
iii) A Mannheim-direction curve of α  is a slant helix.  
 
5. Non-lightlike Bertrand-direction curves 
 In this section, we define non-lightlike Bertrand-direction curves and obtain relationships 
between these curves in 31E . 
 
Definition 5.1. Let 31: I Eα →  be a non-lightlike Frenet curve and 
3
1: I Eβ →  be non-
lightlike X -direction curve of α . If β  is a Bertrand curve of α  and α  is a Bertrand partner 
curve of β , then β  is called Bertrand-direction curve of α . Then, α  is said to be Bertrand-
donor curve of β  in 31E . 
 
Theorem 5.1. For the non-lightlike Frenet curve 31: I Eα → , the curve 
3
1: I Eβ →  is a  
Bertrand-direction curve of α  if and only if  
 i) ( ) cosh , ( ) 0, ( ) sinhu s v s w sθ θ= = = ,                                (64) 
if α  is a timelike curve (respectively, spacelike curve of type 2) and  X  is timelike 
(respectively, spacelike).  
 ii) ( ) sinh , ( ) 0, ( ) coshu s v s w sθ θ= = = ,                                          (65) 
if α  is a timelike curve (respectively, spacelike curve of type 2) and X  is spacelike 
(respectively, timelike). 
 iii) ( ) cos , ( ) 0, ( ) sinu s v s w sθ θ= = = ,                                          (66) 
if α  is a spacelike curve of type 1 and X  is spacelike. In all cases θ  is the constant angle 
between the tangent lines of the curves.  
Proof. From the definition of Bertrand curves, it is well-known that N N= . Then, from (4) 
we have that β  is a Bertrand-direction curve of α  in 31E  if and only if the system, 
 
0,
0,
0,
B
T
u v
u v w
w v
ε κ
κ ε τ κ
τ
′ + =

′+ + = ≠

′ + =
                                                                                            (67) 
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holds. Multiplying the first equation in (67) with Tuε  and second equation with Nvε  and  
third equation with Bwε  and adding the results gives 
 T N B Nuu vv ww vε ε ε ε κ′ ′ ′+ + =                                                                                  (68) 
From (3) and (68) we have 0N vε κ = . Since 0κ ≠  in (67) and 0Nε ≠ , it follows 0v = . Then 
the system (67) reduced to the following system 
 
0,
0,
0,
T
u
u w
w
κ ε τ κ
′ =

+ = ≠

′ =
                                                                                                   (69) 
and from (3) 
 
2 2( ) ( ) ( )T Bu s w s sε ε σ+ = .                                                                                           (70) 
In order to solve this system, we consider the Lorentzian casual characters of Bertrand - 
direction curves and continuous vector valued function X . 
 
(i) If α  is a timelike curve(respectively, spacelike curve of type 2) and  X  is timelike 
(respectively, spacelike) then eqs. (69) and (70) are given by 
 
2 20, 0, ( ) ( ) 1u w u s w s′ ′= = − =                       (71) 
 So the solution of the above system is  
 { }( ) cosh , ( ) 0, ( ) sinh ;u s v s w s constantθ θ θ= = = = .             (72) 
(ii) If α  is a timelike curve(respectively, spacelike curve of type 2) and X  is spacelike 
(respectively, timelike) then eqs. (69) and (70) become 
 
2 20, 0, ( ) ( ) 1u w u s w s′ ′= = − + =             (73)  
So the solution of the above system is  
 { }( ) sinh , ( ) 0, ( ) cosh ;u s v s w s constantθ θ θ= = = = .                                    (74) 
(iii) If α  is a spacelike curve of type 1 and X  is spacelike then eqs. (69) and (70) are given 
as follows, 
 
2 20, 0, ( ) ( ) 1u w u s w s′ ′= = + =                                                                     (75) 
So the solution of the above system is  
 { }( ) cos , ( ) 0, ( ) sin ;u s v s w s constantθ θ θ= = = = .                                        (76) 
This completes the proof. 
 
Definition 5.2. Let α  be a non-lightlike curve and X  be a non-lightlike continuous vector 
valued function. An integral curve of one of the vector fields 
  cosh ( ) sinh ( )T s B sθ θ+ , sinh ( ) cosh ( )T s B sθ θ+ ,  cos ( ) sin ( )T s B sθ θ+                   (77) 
is called Bertrand-direction curve of α , where constantθ =  
 
 From Theorem 5.1 we obtain a method to construct a non-lightlike Bertrand curve of a unit 
speed non-lightlike curve by using its Frenet vectors ,T B  and a constant θ  in 31E . 
 The relationships between curvatures and Frenet vectors of non-lightlike Bertrand-
direction curves in 31E  can be given as follows. 
  
Corollary 5.1. If α  is a timelike curve and X  is a timelike continuous vector valued function 
then 
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( ) cosh ( ) sinh ( )
( ) ( )
T s T s B s
N s N s
θ θ = +

=
                 (78) 
  ( ) sinh ( ) cosh ( )B s T s B sθ θ= − − .                    (79) 
For the cases; (i) α  is a timelike curve and X  is spacelike (ii) α  is a spacelike curve of type 
1 and X  is spacelike (iii) α  is a spacelike curve of type 2 and X  is spacelike (iv) α  is a 
spacelike curve of type 2 and X  is timelike; the relations between Frenet vectors of the 
direction curves can be obtained easily from Theorem 5.1.   
Proof. The proof is clear from Theorem 5.1. 
  
Theorem 5.2. Let α  be a non-lightlike Frenet curve in 31E  and β  be a non-lightlike 
Bertrand-direction curve of α . 
i) If α  is a timelike curve, X  is timelike and β  is a timelike Bertrand-direction curve of α , 
then 
  cosh sinhκ κ θ τ θ= − ,   sinh coshτ κ θ τ θ= − + .                (80) 
  cosh sinhκ κ θ τ θ= +  , sinh coshτ κ θ τ θ= + .               (81) 
ii) If α  is a timelike curve, X  is spacelike and β  is a spacelike Bertrand-direction curve of 
type 2 of α , then 
  sinh coshκ κ θ τ θ= − ,   cosh sinhτ κ θ τ θ= − + .                  (82) 
  sinh coshκ κ θ τ θ= − −  , cosh sinhτ κ θ τ θ= − − .           (83) 
iii) If α  is a spacelike curve of type 1, X  is spacelike and β  is a spacelike Bertrand-
direction curve of type 1 of α , then 
  cos sinκ κ θ τ θ= + ,   sin cosτ κ θ τ θ= − + .               (84) 
  cos sinκ κ θ τ θ= −  , sin cosτ κ θ τ θ= + .                         (85) 
iv) If α  is a spacelike curve of type 2, X  is spacelike and β  is a spacelike Bertrand-
direction curve of type 2 of α , then 
  cosh sinhκ κ θ τ θ= + ,   sinh coshτ κ θ τ θ= − − .                (86) 
  cosh sinhκ κ θ τ θ= +  , sinh coshτ κ θ τ θ= − − .                  (87) 
v) If α  is a spacelike curve of type 2, X  is timelike and β  is a timelike Bertrand-direction  
curve of α , then 
  sinh coshκ κ θ τ θ= + ,   cosh sinhτ κ θ τ θ= − − .               (88) 
  sinh coshκ κ θ τ θ= − −  , cosh sinhτ κ θ τ θ= + .                   (89) 
Proof.  Let give the proof of case of (i). From (64) and the second equation of system (69), 
we have  
  cosh sinhκ κ θ τ θ= − .          (90) 
 Moreover from (79), we easily get  
  cosh ( sinh cosh ) sinhB T N Bθ κ θ τ θ θ′ = − + − + − .  
Since N N=  and α  is a timelike, we have 
  , sinh coshN B B Nτ ε ε τ κ θ τ θ′= = = − + .                                             (91) 
 From (90) and (91) we easily obtain (81). 
 The proofs of cases of (ii), (iii), (iv) and (v) can be given by a similar way of proof of case 
(i). 
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 Theorem 5.1 gives the following corollary. 
 
Corollary 5.2. Let β  be non-lightlike Bertrand-direction curve of α . Then one of the 
followings hold, 
  ( ) ( )
2 2
3/2 3/22 2 2 2
κ τ κ τ
κ κκ τ κ τ
′ ′   
=   
   
− −
.                           (92) 
   ( ) ( )
2 2
3/2 3/22 2 2 2
κ τ κ τ
κ κκ τ κ τ
′ ′   
− =   
   
− −
.                             (93) 
  ( ) ( )
2 2
3/2 3/22 2 2 2
κ τ κ τ
κ κκ τ κ τ
′ ′   
=   
   + +
.                                        (94) 
 
5.1. Applications of non-lightlike Bertrand-direction curves 
 In this section, we focus on relations between non-lightlike Bertrand-direction curves, 
helices and slant helices in 31E .  
 By using Corollary 5.2, we will give that how we construct the slant helices by using 
general helices for which the obtained slant helix is also a Bertrand-direction curve of the 
reference helix in 31E .   
 
Theorem 5.3.  Let 31: I Eα →  be a non-lightlike curve and β  be a non-lightlike Bertrand-
direction curve of α . Then the following statements are equivalent  
i) α  is a helix. 
ii) α  is a Bertrand-donor curve of a helix. 
iii) A Bertrand-direction curve of α  is a helix.  
 
Theorem 5.4.  Let 31: I Eα →  be a non-lightlike curve and β  be a non-lightlike Bertrand-
direction curve of α . If α  is a plane curve, then β  is a helix. Similarly, if β  is a plane 
curve, then α  is a helix. 
 
Theorem 5.5.  Let 31: I Eα →  be a non-lightlike curve and β  be a non-lightlike Bertrand-
direction curve of α . Then the following statements are equivalent 
i) α  is a slant helix. 
ii) α  is a Bertrand-donor curve of a slant helix. 
     iii) A Bertrand-direction curve of α  is a slant helix. 
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